We consider the ability of a very simple feed-forward neural network to discriminate phonemes based on just relative power spectrum. The network consists of two neurons with symmetric nonlinear response over a spectral range. The output of the neurons is subsequently fed to a comparator. We show that often this is enough to achieve complete separation of data. We compare the performance of found discriminants with that of more general neurons. Our conclusion is that not much is gained in passing to real-valued weights. More likely higher number of neurons and preprocessing of input will yield better discrimination results. The networks considered are directly amenable to hardware (neuromorphic) designs. Other advantages include interpretability, guarantees of performance on unseen data and low Kolmogoroff's complexity.
INTRODUCTION
Artificial neural networks have emerged as one of the most powerful tools in speech recognition [1] , and more generally in machine learning [2, Chapter 5] . If there is a downside to employing neural networks, it is their opaqueness. Much like a human brain which inspired them, it is often not clear why they work so well. It is however possible, and even advisable [3, page 148] , to address this opaqueness by adopting design principles that will provide guarantees about their performance in situations that did not occur during training.
In our work we introduce a new class of neural networks that may be used for discrimination between phonemes. They arose in connection with investigation of computational power of memristor based networks. As such, they use predominantly min and max processing primitives. There are other approaches that use the same processing elements [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] as well as a vast body of research on more general fuzzy logic systems. The difference in our work is that we Research partially supported by grants APVV-0219-12 and VEGA 2/0112/11 . Usage of computational facilities of University of Žilina and University of Matej Bel is gratefully acknowledged. strived to achieve two invariance properties of the resulting network.
First, we demand that the output of the neural network is balanced i.e. invariant with respect to loudness. We achieve this requirement by restricting our attention to neural networks carrying out computation
where s represents sound and f 1 , f 2 are nonlinear functions that grow additively with increase in loudness i.e.
if sounds s and s differ purely by d decibels in loudness. Secondly, we demand a symmetric response of neurons f 1 , f 2 over a spectral range. Write s = (s 1 , . . . , s n ) for the discrete log-periodogram of a sound, i.e. s i represents the log of power at frequency (i−1)
. A spectral range r is any subsequence (s i , s i+1 , . . . , s j ) with i ≤ j. Symmetric response over a spectral range r of a neuron represented by k-ary function f means that
for any permutation σ of k elements. This requirement is a strong form of requiring that the response be invariant to small shifts of formant frequencies. Consider a family of signals, spectra of three are sketched in Figure 1 . Suppose one wants 
This is not true, if one tries expressions from nonlinear algebras, even as simple as the algebra generated by binary min and max functions. For instance, consider functions
where max 2 denotes the second largest element of the set. Both of hese functions have strong and symmetric response uniformly over all signals in the family. In our work we shall be concerned with induced Bclassifiers that determine the class of a phoneme based on comparing f (s) with a threshold θ, and a special subclass of Z-classifiers, for which θ = 0.
OPTIMIZATION METHODS
A vast majority machine learning techniques such as support vector machines, neural networks, or various regressions have a parameter space that forms a Riemannian manifold. Consequently with these techniques one may use gradient based optimization mechanisms and sometimes even convex optimization. The situation with our class of neural networks is different. We need to find an optimal structure in a discrete parameter space. There are two hurdles that need to be addressed.
First, in the absence of a clever trick, one needs to search the discrete space in a reasonable amount of time. One may opt for a local search whereby an initial network is optimized by small twists, or perhaps by a genetic algorithm. The disadvantage of the former is that the search may end in a suboptimal local minimum, whereas the latter may take a long time to find a good network. In our work we opt for exhaustive search of polynomially growing family, namely we will consider only functions of the form
where q 1 , q 2 are quantiles (e.g. max, max 2 ), and r 1 , r 2 are spectral ranges. If one considers r i of length at most L and the whole spectrum has N power points, then there are O(N 2 L 4 ) such functions and an exhaustive search is feasible.
Secondly, one needs to define a goodness criterion. Typically this is classification success. However, in the case when multiple discrimination functions achieve perfect separation on training data, a more refined criterion is needed. In this context one needs to distinguish between training Zclassifiers and B-classifiers. For B-classifiers, usual Fisher discriminant may be used, which is defined as
where µ i , σ 2 i are means and variances of evaluations of discriminant function f over the two classes. For Z-classifiers we have maximized the following secondary tie-breaking criterion
For our data set we used discrete spectra created by A. Buja, W. Stueltze and M. Maechler and used in work [10] . It is freely available in ElemStatLearn package of R statistics software as well as online [11] . The data set contains spectra of five english phonemes computed from TIMIT database.
We have used custom-built C++ software for results obtained in the next two sections, R for verification, graphing and Nelder-Mead optimization in section 4 and Matlab for computing data in Figure 4 .
RESULTS

Figure 2 presents the results of classification by Z-classifiers.
From the graphs it is clear that in majority of cases, the discriminant functions we considered are able to completely separate the two classes. Moreover, separation occurs with relatively short spectral ranges, with size at most 12. There are just two cases where separation does not occur and that is discrimination of pairs 'aa'-'ao' and 'dcl'-'iy'.
It is interesting to note that passing from Z-classifiers to more general B-classifiers does not improve results very much as can be seen in Table 1 .
Change on phonemes train data test data aa-ao Table 1 . Improvement (positive) or worsening (negative) of performance of B-classifiers compared to Z-classifiers Unlike many other classes of neural networks, the structure (and not only response) of our networks can be clearly visualized as seen in Figure 3 . In the figure in horizontal scale we indicate spectral ranges to which the two neurons are sensitive. In the vertical scale we indicate maximum length of spectral ranges r 1 , r 2 .aa aoaa dcl 5 10 15 20 25 30aa iyaa shao dclao iyao sh 80 85 90 95 100dcl iy 80 85 90 95 100dcl sh 5 10 15 20 25 30iy sh 
CONTINUOUS NEIGHBORHOOD OF OPTIMAL QUANTILE CLASSIFIERS
One may try to improve the discrimination results by allowing more general functions of a spectral range. So let us suppose that we have spectral ranges s 1 , s 2 . Let us write sort(·) for the function that orders its vector argument elementwise. Commonly used LDA tries to optimize Fisher's discriminant of functions
with real valued weight vectors w 1 , w 2 , whereas in the previous section we optimized separations of expressions
with exactly one nonzero entry in both b 1 and b 2 . One may relax this condition on b i to obtain other classifiers. 
with threshold value θ = 4.03279 that decides phoneme is 'dcl' if f (s) < 4.03279, phoneme is 'iy' if f (s) > 4.03279.
We can consider vectors b i in (11) of the following categories
• (monotone OWA) nonnegative, increasing entries in each b i , with total sum equal to one, • (OWA [13] ) nonnegative entries in each b i , with total sum equal to one,
• (ordered LDA) arbitrary real valued entries.
Comparison of these methods can be seen in sion is that not much is gained by passing from discrete structures represented by quantiles to weighted ones, in line with similar research [14] .
FUTURE WORK
In this contribution we have opted to present only the simplest results due to limited space. It is clear however that more research is needed for this class of networks to find applications. Let us outline the directions further research may take. First, one should take into account known psychoacoustic phenomena of human hearing. It may prove advantageous to adjust spectral power to reflect varying sensitivity to varying frequency [15] . Our experiments showed that often low frequency power was crucial for discrimination and thus it may prove useful to use Q-transform [16] which provides more data points in lower frequencies compared to ordinary FFT.
Secondly, it is well known that it is two and sometimes up to 4 formants that characterize a vowel. It is therefore necessary to consider a more complex set of discrimination functions. In [17] we proposed an algebra, whose elements are candidates for describing the structure of more complex networks.
Let us conclude with summarizing advantages of proposed networks. By design, they provide a guaranteed performance on variations of trained data unseen during training, they are interpretable and have very low Kolmogoroff's complexity, as the example (12) shows. Last, but not the least, the networks can be easily implemented in hardware, since BJT [18] , CMOS [19] and even passive memristor implementations [20] of min, max and comparison operators exist. In this context it is worthwhile to point out that it is the change of, rather than the absolute spectral content, that can be read off from these discriminants. This is illustrated in Figure 4 where transition between phonemes is quite strong. One may thus hypothesize that analog hardware speech recognizer could be based on silicon cochlea ( [21] , followed by processing by a neural network of the kind described here, whose output would be fed to adaptive differentiator like that of Delbrück and Mead [22] , and finally to a memristive switch [23] .
